CURRENT EVENTS (20 points)
Assignment: find a news article/clip related to your topic. The article or news clip needs to be CURRENT - within the
last week (1 week before assessment is assigned). Write a 1-page response of the news you reviewed (summarize the
article and write your response/reflection/reaction about what you learned
Good news sources: NBC, CNN-Health, MSNBC, USA Today, Fox, CBS, Medical News Today, or Google search CURRENT
NEWS or Top Stories
Topic Options:
A. Vaping – THC

D. Legalization of marijuana

G. Drug Testing in school

B. Vaping – in general

E. Tobacco

H. Medical Marijuana

C. CBD oil

F. Alcohol

I. Drugs – in general

Assignment Tasks Checklist
1. PRINT an article or email me the link to the news clip video from within the week of the
assignment (should be within 7 days of the date assigned) to use during the next class day.
• If you cannot find a current event on the topic, find a research article about the topic.
• Read through the article to find key facts.
2. TYPE a summary (1 paragraph) – 5 sentences minimum
3. TYPE a reflection/reaction/thoughts/your reaction to the article. – 5 sentences minimum
4. Share your thoughts on Flipgrid – Link will be sent by class hour

RUBRIC for GRADING (20 points)
Hard copy of Article or
news clip (within the
week) linked to topic
(include title, author,
date published, and
publisher)
Summary

Yes = 5 pts

Missing 1-2 parts
(title, author, date
published,
publisher)

Missing 3+ parts
(title, author, date
published,
publisher)

No = 0
or NOT IN
TIME
FRAME

5+ sent. = 5 pts

3-4 sent = 2

2 or < = 1

No = 0

Response

5+ sent. = 5 pts

3-4 sent = 2

2 or < = 1

No = 0

Flipgrid share

Shares thoughts
thoroughly about
the drug topic = 5
pts

Shares thoughts,
but somewhat
unclear = 2

Attempts video
Not
response, but poor completed
summary/thoughts = 0
shared = 1

